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“ Be who you needed when you were younger. ” ― Anonymous
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A Pizza the Size of the Sun



by
Jack Prelutsky
· James Stevenson



1996·






·4.09·1,950 Ratings


Jack Prelutsky is widely acknowledged as the poet laureate of the younger generation. (And many people would happily see him crowned with no age qualification.) The New Kid on the Block and Something Big Has Been Here are household words wherever there ar
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My Dog May Be a Genius



by
Jack Prelutsky
· James Stevenson



2008·






·4·287 Ratings


Have you ever encountered an underwater marching band, a pig in a bathing suit, a pet orangutan, or a witch in a hardware store? Have you ever sat with a skunk in a courtroom, shopped for a dinosaur, or conversed with a Bupple, a Wosstrus, a Violinnet, or
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Soupy Saturdays with the Pain and the Great One



by
Judy Blume
· James Stevenson



2007·







·3.79·802 Ratings


MEET THE PAIN:My sister's name is Abigail. I call her The Great One because she thinks she's so great. Who cares if she's in third grade and I'm just in first?MEET THE GREAT ONE:My brother's name is Jacob Edward, but everyone calls him Jake. Everyone but
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Happily Ever After



by
Anna Quindlen
· James Stevenson



1997·







·3.89·162 Ratings


One day, while holding her treasured baseball mitt, Kate makes a wish. And poof! -- she turns into a princess in a fairy tale. But being a princess isn't at all what Kate imagined. Before long, she's fighting off dragons, entertaining witches, and teachin
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I am Not Going to Get Up Today!



by
Dr. Seuss
· James Stevenson



1987·







·3.97·3,723 Ratings


"A rhyming story that is full of laughs. 'The alarm can ring. The birds can peep....Today's the day I'm going to sleep,' says a lazy boy one morning, and despite a pail of icy water, television coverage, and the arrival of the Marines, he vows to stay in
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Could Be Worse!



by
James Stevenson



1987·






·4.31·320 Ratings


"Unexcitable Gramps surprises everyone with a whopping tale of derring-do that proves there's life in the old boy yet. Stevenson's watercolors couldn't be better."--School Library Journal.
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Rocks in His Head



by
Carol Otis Hurst
· James Stevenson



2001·







·3.96·226 Ratings


Some people collect stamps. Other people collect coins. Carol Otis Hurst's father collected rocks. Nobody ever thought his obsession would amount to anything. They said, "You've got rocks in your head" and "There's no money in rocks." But year after year
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Friend or Fiend? with the Pain and the Great One



by
Judy Blume
· James Stevenson



2009·







·3.84·304 Ratings


What’s the difference between a friend and a fiend?Jake is so embarrassed by a reading circle blunder, he vows never to speak in class again. Abigail believes she can no longer trust one of her best friends. Their teenage cousins have turned into fiends
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Going, Going, Gone! with the Pain and the Great One



by
Judy Blume
· James Stevenson



2008·







·3.9·337 Ratings


THE PAIN AND the Great One are going places! In these new stories the kids are on the go—the Pain needs a trip to the emergency room; the family goes to the mall and not everyone stays together; the kids visit a county fair and want to ride the Super Sl
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The world's best Asian noodle recipes : 125 great recipes from top chefs


 290 Pages·2013·59.26 MB·New! 



Chock full of delicious, healthy recipes, The World’s Best Asian Noodle Recipes includes the best  ...
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Making Artisan Pasta: How to Make a World of Handmade Noodles, Stuffed Pasta, Dumplings, and More


 177 Pages·2012·12.99 MB·New! 



manti, and other delectable pastas from beyond its traditional Italian borders- Artisan tips to help  ...
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The pho cookbook: from easy to adventurous, recipes or Vietnam’s favorite soup and noodles


 281 Pages·2017·60.65 MB·New! 



With this comprehensive cookbook, Vietnam’s most beloved, aromatic comfort food–the broth and noodle soup kn  ...
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The Backyard Homestead Guide to Raising Farm Animals: Choose the Best Breeds for Small-Space Farming, Produce Your Own Grass-Fed Meat, Gather Fresh ... Rabbits, Goats, Sheep, Pigs, Cattle, & Bees


 880 Pages·2011·17.72 MB·New! 



, turkeys, rabbits, goats, sheep, cows, pigs, and honey bees. It’s easier than you think, and it can be  ...
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The Wagamama cookbook : 100 Japanese recipes with noodles and much more


 198 Pages·2010·41.15 MB·New! 



wagamama redefined the idea of fast food. From its first site behind the British Museum in London  ...
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Ramen to the rescue cookbook: 120 creative recipes for easy meals using everyone's favorite pack of noodles


 199 Pages·2011·1.09 MB·New! 



lasagne •Steam noodles and salmon in parchment packets for a dish that will impress any guest It’s  ...
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60 Ways Noodles. Great Recipe Ideas with a Classic Ingredient


 145 Pages·2011·4.32 MB·New! 



Noodles in 60 Ways introduces the reader to different varieties of noodles and the numerous  ...
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Prayer Rain - D


 1,153 Pages·2014·2.48 MB·Turkish·New! 



Prayer_Rain_-_D__K__Olukoya.pdf Prayer Rain Dr. D.K. Olukoya Prayer Rain - D Prayer Rain Dr. D.K  ...
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Hey there, dumpling! : 100 recipes for dumplings, buns, noodles, and other Asian treats


 356 Pages·2015·7.52 MB·New! 



dips, crispy salads, delicious noodles, and festive drinks. With 50 color photographs, graphic step  ...
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Prayer rain


 795 Pages·2009·2.35 MB·New! 



leading to Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more Prayer rain D K  ...
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 Ask yourself: Can I confidently say that the path I am on in life right now is the one that I (and no one else) would want for myself? Next
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